Forest ™ Series Variegated Decking

Fade-Resistant • Stain-Resistant • Slip-Resistant

Finally, a deck with a pretty, thick skin.

Endeck®

Wood Decking

Composite Decking

Hard Capstock Shell

High Maintenance

Stains Easily

Low Maintenance

Stains Easily

Colors can Fade

Stain-Resistant

Scratches Easily

Can Split

Fade-Resistant

Weathers to Gray

Extremely Heavy

Waterproof - no mold

Splits and Cracks

Expensive

Lighter Weight

Warps and Twists

Sags and Droops

No Wood Fillers

Knots and Sap Pockets

Molds and Mildews

Deep Embossing

Molds and Mildews

Cannot recycle

Lifetime Warranty

Splinters

Retains Heat

Woodgrain Texture

Invites termites

Swells from moisture

Reversible—2 Sided

Nail Pops

Cooler to the Touch

Endeck capped cellular PVC vs all others.

It takes a pretty thick skin to stand up to all the punishment
delivered to your deck.
With all the activity intended for your new deck, plus everything Mother Nature will
throw at it, you need a deck plank with a tough outer shell. Endeck capped cellular
PVC is made to withstand most conditions—environmental and manmade—from
the constant punishment of UV rays from the sun, to rain, sleet and snow, to
the barrage of kids, neighbors and friends scuffing their shoes, dragging deck
furniture, and dropping ketchup, mustard and hamburger grease all over it. Endeck
is cooler to the touch, does not splinter, and is slip resistant - wet or dry —
making it a safer deck choice for your entire family.

Endeck Employs a Tougher
HardCover™ Capstock
• Proprietary formulation
• Years of proven weatherability
• Consistent strength
and endurance
• No moisture penetration or
delamination
• Stain-resistant finish
• Excellent traction wet or dry
• Fade-resistant

Introducing Endeck Forest™ Series.
Fade and Stain Resistant —

with a deeply embossed wood grain, rich dark
colors - four variegated and one solid option.
With an unmatched ability to resist stains and fading, Endeck Forest Series
decking is sure to provide many years of worry-free enjoyment and may very
well outlast your home! The deep, rich colors that run through Endeck Forest Series lend
a natural beauty that is only found on the most expensive, exotic hardwoods. Our process
allows for a consistent rough sewn textured plank with subtle color variations as random as
those found in nature.
And, even though the colors run dark, Endeck manufacturing technology allows the decking
underfoot to remain comfortable, and cooler to the touch—even on the hottest days.
Sable

Slate

Chestnut

Sequoia

Cedar

Colors shown are by the lithographic process and may vary slightly from actual product.

Fade-Resistant • Stain-Resistant • Slip-Resistant

Distributed by:

Endeck is 100% capped cellular PVC, with no wood fibers or fillers. It won’t rot or crack like wood or composites and capped composites.

Endeck Forest Series employs our exclusive HardCover™

Capstock, a higher performance outer surface delivering
unmatched durability and ultra-low maintenance.

It takes a pretty, thick skin to stand up to all the things that can happen to a deck. Endeck employs
a tougher, proprietary HardCover™ capstock offering consistent strength and endurance, providing
excellent traction wet or dry. Endeck is fade-resistant, stain-resistant, scratch-resistant and slip-resistant,
and engineered to withstand everyday punishment from nature and your neighbors. Rest assured Endeck
is also safe for children and pets remaining cooler to the touch and splinter-free, year after year.

Tough inside and even tougher outside.
Endeck boards are strong, durable, engineered to resist sagging, and lighter in weight than composite,
capped composite or treated wood deck boards. Endeck boards meet or exceed stringent AC10 and AC174
standards.

Enrail® Vinyl Railing Systems.
Decking and Railing that go hand-in-hand.
Enrail is an easy-care railing system that has great
architectural appeal for today’s homes.
The Enrail vinyl railing system is engineered for a higher standard of living, so
you can trust your rail for a lifetime of performance and good looks. Enrail is
more than just durable, sturdy and safe. You receive the perfect complement to
your home’s architectural style with ultimate flexibility of design options. Enrail
vinyl railing also meets or exceeds stringent AC10 and AC174 standards, and
is CCRR-0107 code approved. Available in three handrail styles (at right).

Series 100
2” x 3.5” railing is
contemporary and
straightforward

Series 200
Add real
architectural
appeal with the
strong lines of the
T-Rail system

Series 300
Soft curves of the
Small Contour Rail
work to conceal
the amazing
strength inside

Unlike wood, Endeck Forest Series decking comes with a limited LIfetime Warranty.
Enduris warrants its Endeck Decking and Enrail Railing products, subject to the terms, conditions and
limitations (see individual warranty details at www.enduris.com), to be free from defects in material and
workmanship. When installed under normal conditions and proper use, Endeck and Enrail will not peel, pit, rot,
blister, crack, abnormally weather or be consumed by insects.
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